KEEP SAFE FROM COVID-19
FARMERS MARKETS

SYMPTOMS OF COVID-19: COUGH, SHORTNESS OF BREATH OR DIFFICULTY BREATHING, FEVER, CHILLS, REPEATED SHAKING WITH CHILLS, MUSCLE PAIN, HEADACHE, SORE THROAT, NEW LOSS OF TASTE OR SMELL

### Market Safety
- Don't allow vendors that have workers with any type of illness symptoms to attend markets
- Have markers or signage promoting 6 ft distancing from vendor tables
- Limit the amount of patrons in market area at one time
- Workers with face to face contact with patrons should wear a mask if possible
- Control the flow of patrons, to limit the amount of socializing
- Provide trash receptacles

### Protect Your Patrons
- Provide hand sanitizer or disposable gloves at entrance
- Use signage asking patrons to wear masks while in market area.
- Eliminate close contact areas (bathrooms)
- Do not allow patrons to physically touch products
- Do not allow outside items into market (cloth bags, baby strollers etc.)
- Offer cashless and contact less transactions whenever possible

### Environmental Controls
- Hand washing MUST be priority #1 for all vendors. Recommend all vendors set up a handwashing station.
- Disinfect multi-touch surfaces frequently (Table tops etc.)
- Use 1/3 C bleach to 1 gallon water to make up disinfecting solution. Use in a spray or in a sanitizing bucket.
- Have designated entrance and exit to markets! Limit the space for loitering within market area
- Arrange vendor tables in such way that provides the most amount of distance as possible between them.

To help slow the spread of COVID-19 and protect your staff and your patrons, adopt as many best practice recommendations that pertain to your market.